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has provided greater insight into 
the role that hormones play in the 

assisting clinicians in optimising 
individual patient care and 
improving overall survival rates 

Implications for Acquired 

proven to have an impact on 

there is strong evidence that other 
hormones such as androgens may 

women were diagnosed with 

most common cancer in women 

year in Ireland are diagnosed with 

Patients can respond differently 
to hormone therapy with some 
having a more positive response 

provide researchers with a 

deeper understanding as to how 

patients respond differently to 

studies in larger patient cohorts to 
improve success rates associated 

Signalling Molecules

“Hormones are powerful signalling 
molecules that play important 

function normally and respond 

treat it are to reduce the amount 

patients will respond to these 

to determine response to this 
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person’s tumour hormone 

who respond well to hormone 
treatment and those who do not, 
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more informed decisions on 
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Discussion

Elevated androgens associate 

highlighting the uncertainty 
around the pro-tumorigenic 
potential of steroids in the 

receptors32

strong epidemiologic evidence 
inferring that estrogens may 

previously shown that the 
androgenic steroid environment 
that results from AI therapy 

associated with poor response 

targeting therapies7, 36

presented here highlight the 
importance of fully elucidating the 

role that circulating sex-steroid 

activation of the receptor is 

in the setting of anti-estrogen 

endocrine resistance is not 
new
show dynamic changes in steroid 
levels on treatment using sensitive 

In this study, we have revisited 

and applied a more stringent 
(IHC >75%) cut-off point17

predictive factor in the setting of 

data39

(IHC >1% scored positive) is 
not prognostic in the setting 

patients assigned to letrozole 

poorer disease-free interval 

reduced disease-free interval in 
an AI-treated cohort is mirrored 

denotes a survival advantage 

AI-Resistance

In our previous studies, we 
developed AI-resistant cell models 
cultured in 4AD to recapitulate 

associated with 4AD exposure 
were also determined to strongly 
associate with poor response 
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population with lower 4AD 
associated with increasing 
age only in the patients who 

have major consequences for 
response to endocrine therapy, 
this prompted us to characterize 
the steroid landscape in a 
cohort of AI-responsive and 

serum data to standard clinical 

prediction has some precedence 
with a recent nested 

improved discrimination for 

that we could detect changes in 
circulating androgens in patients 

this is widely reported in clinical 
meta-analysis, and which we too 

However, under AI treatment, the 
survival advantage is diminished, 

this is the case, we evaluated 

gene expression analysis using 

activity of signaling pathways 

evident, this analysis showed 

transduction pathway activity 

analysis of an independent 
AI-treated clinical cohort showed 

Of note, 4AD-associated gene 
changes showed increased 
expression in acquired AI 
resistance versus dormant 
tumors, indicating that tumors 
with plentiful steroid precursors 
may adapt to long-term alteration 

clinical trial, which showed that 

data is that diminished genomic 

in aging adults provides rationale 

agents that drive genomic nuclear 

presence of ligands are somewhat 

age-related endocrine changes 
in driving transcriptomic and 

cancer has recently garnered 
attention, particularly with regards 

assessment platforms such as 

research and it is clear that 
inclusion of the patient endocrine 
landscape may enhance 

In the past few years, there has 

capacity to quantify individual 

patient steroid levels and evaluate 
the relevance of these to patient 

steroid levels, as although 
intratumoural steroid levels would 

A limitation of this study is the 

receptor, grade, and treatment 

With precision oncology moving 
into mainstream clinical decision 

the value of layering multiple 
components of the steroid tumor 

receptors, their ligands and signal 
transduction pathway activity 

determining optimal treatments 

Our study very importantly shows 

detect circulating steroids in 
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